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Human hepatic stem cell imaging for both MRI and PET have been accomplished within 
SCID/nod mice, and succeeded in cell specificity labeling with in vitro, ex vivo, and in 
vivo image tracking. For MRI, stem cell labeling was accomplished by two methods: 1.) 
in vitro labeling the stem cells just prior to in vivo transplantation, and/or 2.) 
transplanting the stem cells into SCID/nod mice and in vivo specificity labeling the cells 
just prior to MRI.  For labeling techniques 1 & 2, multiple image controls were utilized 
and include: A.) stem cells(-) and contrast label(-), B.) stem cells(+) and contrast label(-
), and C) stem cells(-) and contrast label(+) help to confirm signal noise background 
interference, which is a result of slight nonspecific cell labeling. Contrast labeled stem 
cells are directly transplanted into liver tissues, the tissues excised, and immediately 
MR imaged to determine cell dispersion dynamics.  In this method, the contrast labeled 
cells appear as void foci throughout the organs.  The images are imported into 
Metamorph imaging software and analyzed for foci radii, diameter, and to discern 
spheroid volumes.  Then, cell numbers are extrapolated to understand “imaged” cell 
aggregate requirements using this technique.  For this ex vivo method, a cell aggregate 
of ~100 stem cells is required to MRI monitor signal activities.   For in vivo imaging, 
contrast labeled human stem cells within SCID/nod mice are also confirmed as small 
foci voids and are evident within liver tissues.  Initially, these short-term studies where 
accomplished by in vitro labeling stem cells, transplanting the cells, then in vivo imaging 
the tissues between days 3-15.  Next and to avoid imaged time limitations of detaching 
contrast agents, the proliferative stem cells were labeled after transplantation, and 
before MR imaging.  This was accomplished to confirm the ability to specifically label 
unique cell subsets after the human stem cells integrated into foreign host tissues. 
 
Stem cell labeling for PET was accomplished by utilizing a Lenti Viral Vector to modify 
the stem cells DNA such that the cells either: 1) have overexpression of thymidine 
kinase (TK) for FHBG (F18) labeling, or 2) expression of green fluorescent protein 
(GFP) for fluorescence imaging.  In vitro controls were utilized for both TK and GFP.  In 
vitro TK labeled cells were imaged after the cells were exposed to varying amounts of 
FHBG (and F18 construct). For petri dish cultures, it was determined that 10 µCi was an 
adequate amount to visualize stem cell labeling activities.  FHBG labeling using 1mCi 
showed nonspecific labeling to the petri dish walls and bottom surfaces.  For in vivo 
monitoring of stem cells that were previously transplanted into SCID/nod mice – with a 
mouse weight of ~30g, it was determined that 100uCi within a 0.3ml bolus was 
adequate for stem cell labeling and monitoring for up to 14 hours.  The FHBG label was 
tail vein injected in the mice to generate contrast image labeling of the transplanted 
stem cells. At the end study, a concurrent Phospher imaging technique was 
accomplished on excised tissues, to include lung, kidney, liver, and spleen.  This 
technique is used as a secondary confirmation of FHBG activity within specific tissues, 
and contrasted against PET imaging analysis.  
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